6th Annual International Conference on Architecture,
4-7 July 2016, Athens, Greece
Call for Papers and Participation
The Architecture Research Unit of the Athens Institute for Education and
Research (ATINER), will hold its 6th Annual International Conference on
Architecture, from the 4-7 July 2016. The conference website
is http://www.atiner.gr/architecture.htm. The aim of the conference is to
bring together academics and researchers from all areas of Architecture. Areas
of interest include (but are not confined to):
• Individual buildings and building types
• History of architecture and the built environment
• Architectural theory
• Developments in construction
• Town planning
• Allied arts such as painting and sculpture
• Social Research examines the people who inhabit and use the spaces of
architecture
• Technological Research studies the physical materials, methods,
elements, systems, and science of architecture and the design and
construction processes
• Environmental Research investigates the physical context of
architecture, opening timely questions about the influence of society on
environment
• Cultural Research studies place-making and the norms of the
inhabitants of natural and built places past, present, and future
• Organizational Research examines the ways in which individuals and
teams collaborate in the practice of architecture and in the client
organizations
• Design Research considers the processes of shaping and making of
places
• Educational Research examines the pedagogies of architecture and
related fields
You may participate as panel organizer, presenter of one paper, chair a
session or observer.
For programs of previous conferences and other information, please visit
the conference website: http://www.atiner.gr/architecture.htm.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited number
of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of special events
will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with dinner, a special oneday cruise to selected Greek islands, an archaeological tour of Athens and a
one-day visit to Delphi. Details of the social program are available
at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/SOC-ARC.htm.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form available at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/FORMARC.doc by
the 7
March
2016
to: Dr.
Nicholas
N. Patricios,
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Director, Engineering & Architecture Research Division, ATINER, and
Professor & Dean Emeritus, School of Architecture, University of Miami,
USA, ATINER, 8 Valaoritou Street, Kolonaki, 10671Athens, Greece. Tel.: + 30
210 363-4210 Fax: + 30 210 3634209. Please include: Title of Paper, Full Name
(s), Current Position, Institutional Affiliation, an email address and at least 3
keywords that best describe the subject of your submission.
If your submission is accepted, you will receive information on
registration deadlines and paper submission requirements. Should you wish
to participate in the Conference without presenting a paper, for example, to
chair a session, to evaluate papers which are to be included in the conference
proceedings or books, to contribute to the editing of a book, or any other
contribution, please send an email to Dr. Gregory T. Papanikos, President,
ATINER & Honorary Professor, University of Stirling, UK
(gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
The Athens Institute for Education and Research (ATINER)
was established in 1995 as an independent world association of Academics
and Researchers. Its mission is to act as a forum where Academics and
Researchers from all over the world can meet in Athens, in order to exchange
ideas on their research, and to discuss future developments in their
disciplines.
The organizing and hosting of International Conferences and
Symposiums, the carrying out of Research, and the production of Publications
are the basic activities of ATINER. Since 1995, ATINER has organized more
than 400 International Conferences and other events, and has published close
to 200 books. In 2012, the Association launched a series of conference paper
publications (click here), and at the beginning of 2014, it introduced its own
series of Journals (click here).
Academically, the Association is organized into seven Research Divisions
and thirty- nine Research Units. Each Research Unit organizes at least an
Annual International Conference, and may also undertake various small and
large research projects.
Academics and Researchers are more than welcome to become members
and to contribute to ATINER's objectives. If you would like to become a
member, please download the relevant form (membership form). For more
information on how to become a member, please send an email
to: info@atiner.gr.
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6th Annual International Conference on Urban Studies & Planning,
6-9 June 2016, Athens, Greece
Call for Papers and Participation
The Architecture & Engineering Research Unit in collaboration with the Social
Sciences Research Division of the Athens Institute for Education and
Research (ATINER) will organize its 6th Annual International Conference on
Urban Studies & Planning, 6-9 June 2016, Athens, Greece. The conference
website is: http://www.atiner.gr/planning.htm.
The aim of the conference is to bring together academics and researchers from
all areas of social sciences such as urban sociology, urban geography, urban
design, urban planning, architecture, etc. Areas of interest include all topics
dealing with cities such as:
1. History, growth, development, regeneration, and management of cities
and other processes
2. Urban theories, policies, and modeling
3. Comprehensive, sector, and neighborhoods plans
4. Urban transportation and infrastructure planning
5. Historic preservation
6. Housing, public open space, and central business districts
7. Urban studies and planning pedagogy and research
You may participate as panel organizer, presenter of one paper, chair a session
or observer. For programs of previous conferences and other information,
please visit the conference website: http://www.atiner.gr/planning.htm.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited number
of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of special events
will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with dinner, a special oneday cruise to selected Greek islands, an archaeological tour of Athens and a
one-day visit to Delphi. Details of the social program are available
at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/SOC-PLA.htm.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the abstract
submission form available at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/FORM-PLA.doc by
the 8 February 2016 to: Dr. Nicholas N. Patricios, Director, Engineering &
Architecture Research Division, ATINER, and Professor & Dean Emeritus,
School of Architecture, University of Miami, USA. Abstracts should include the
following: Title of Paper, Full Name(s), Affiliation, Current Position, an email
address, and at least 3 keywords that best describe the subject of your submission.
Decisions are reached within 4 weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a panel
(session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be included in the
conference proceedings or books, contribute to the editing of a book, or any
other contribution, please send an email to Dr. Gregory T. Papanikos,
President, ATINER & Honorary Professor, University of Stirling, UK
(gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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4th Annual International Conference on Industrial, Systems and Design
Engineering, 20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece
Call for Papers and Participation
The Industrial Engineering Research Unit of the Athens Institute for
Education and Research (ATINER) will hold its 4th Annual International
Conference on Industrial, Systems and Design Engineering, 20-23 June 2016,
Athens, Greece. For further details, please go to the conference
website: http://www.atiner.gr/industrial.htm. The aim of the conference is
to bring together academics, researchers and professionals in areas of
Industrial, Systems, Design Engineering and related subjects. You may
participate as panel organizer, presenter of one paper, chair of a session or
observer.
For programs of previous conferences and other information, please visit
the conference website: http://www.atiner.gr/industrial.htm.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited number
of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of special events
will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with dinner, a special oneday cruise to selected Greek islands, an archaeological tour of Athens and a
one-day visit to Delphi. Details of the social program are available
at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/SOC-IND.htm.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form available at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/FORMIND.doc by the 22 February 2016 to: Dr. Theodore Trafalis, Head, Industrial
Engineering Research Unit, ATINER, Professor of Industrial and Systems
Engineering & Director, Optimization & Intelligent Systems Laboratory,
The
University
of
Oklahoma,
USA, 8 Valaoritou Street, Kolonaki,
10671Athens, Greece. Tel.: + 30 210 363-4210 Fax: + 30 210 3634209. Please
include: Title of Paper, Full Name (s), Current Position, Institutional
Affiliation, an email address and at least 3 keywords that best describe the
subject of your submission. Decisions are reached within 4 weeks.
If your submission is accepted, you will receive information on
registration deadlines and paper submission requirements. Should you wish
to participate in the Conference without presenting a paper, for example, to
chair a session, to evaluate papers which are to be included in the conference
proceedings or books, to contribute to the editing of a book, or any other
contribution, please send an email to Dr. Gregory T. Papanikos, President,
ATINER & Honorary Professor, University of Stirling, UK
(gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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2nd Annual International Conference on Transportation,
6-9 June 2016, Athens, Greece
Call for Papers and Participation
The Transportation Engineering Research Unit of the Athens Institute for
Education and Research (ATINER) organizes its 2nd Annual International
Conference on Transportation, 6-9 June 2016, Athens, Greece. The
conference website is: http://www.atiner.gr/transportation.htm.
The aim of the conference is to bring together academics and researchers
of all areas of Transportation and other related areas. You may participate as
panel organizer, presenter of one paper, chair a session or observer. For
programs of previous conferences and other information, please visit the
conference website: http://www.atiner.gr/transportation.htm. Fee structure
information is available on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited number
of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of special events
will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with dinner, a special oneday cruise to selected Greek islands, an archaeological tour of Athens and a
one-day visit to Delphi. Details of the social program are available
at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/SOC-TRA.htm.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form available at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/FORMTRA.doc by
the
8
February 2016
to: Dr.
Virginia
Sisiopiku, Head, Transportation Engineering Research Unit, ATINER,
& Associate Professor, The University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA or
Dr. Nicholas N. Patricios, Director, Engineering & Architecture Research
Division, ATINER, Professor & Dean Emeritus, School of Architecture,
University of Miami, USA. Abstracts should include the following: Title of
Paper, Full Name (s), Affiliation, Current Position, an email address, and at
least 3 keywords that best describe the subject of your submission. Decisions
are reached within 4 weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a panel
(session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be included in the
conference proceedings or books, contribute to the editing of a book, or any
other contribution, please send an email to Dr. Gregory T. Papanikos,
President, ATINER & Honorary Professor, University of Stirling, UK
(gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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6th Annual International Conference on Civil Engineering,
20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece
Call for Papers and Participation
The Civil Engineering Research Unit of the Athens Institute for Education and
Research (ATINER) organizes its 6th Annual International Conference on
Civil Engineering, 20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece. The conference website
is: http://www.atiner.gr/civileng.htm.
The aim of the conference is to bring together academics and researchers
of all areas of Civil Engineering other related areas. Areas of interest include
(but are not confined to):
Civil Engineering
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Structural engineering
Construction engineering
Water resources engineering
Environmental engineering
Municipal
or
urban
engineering
Urban Infrastructure
Transportation Engineering
Railway systems engineering
Forensic engineering
Geotechnical engineering
Surveying
Design Research considers
the processes of shaping and
making of places
Educational
Research
examines the pedagogies of
civil engineering and related
fields
History of civil engineering

Structural
Engineering
and
Mechanics
• Earthquake engineering
• Materials
• Control engineering
• Coastal Systems engineering

You may participate as panel organizer, presenter of one paper, chair a
session or observer. For programs of previous conferences and other
information,
please
visit
the
conference
website: http://www.atiner.gr/civileng.htm.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited number
of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of special events
will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with dinner, a special oneday cruise to selected Greek islands, an archaeological tour of Athens and a
one-day visit to Delphi. Details of the social program are available
at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/SOC-CIV.htm.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
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abstract submission form available at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/FORMCIV.doc by the 22 February 2016 to: Dr. Thomas Attard, Head, Civil
Engineering Research Unit, ATINER & Associate Professor, The University of
Alabama at Birmingham, USA. Abstracts should include the following: Title
of Paper, Full Name (s), Affiliation, Current Position, an email address, and at
least 3 keywords that best describe the subject of your submission. Decisions
are reached within 4 weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a panel
(session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be included in the
conference proceedings or books, contribute to the editing of a book, or any
other contribution, please send an email to Dr. Gregory T. Papanikos,
President, ATINER & Honorary Professor, University of Stirling, UK
(gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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12th Annual International Conference on Information Technology &
Computer Science, 16-19 May 2016, Athens, Greece
Call for Papers and Participation
The Computer Research Unit of the Athens Institute for Education and
Research (ATINER) organizes its 12th Annual International Conference
on Information Technology & Computer Science, 16-19 May 2016, Athens,
Greece. The conference website is: http://www.atiner.gr/computer.htm.
The aim of the conference is to bring together academics and researchers of all
areas of computer and other related disciplines. You may participate as panel
organizer, presenter of one paper, chair a session or observer. For programs
of previous conferences and other information, please visit the conference
website: http://www.atiner.gr/computer.htm.
Fee structure information is available on www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited number of
rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of special events will
be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with dinner, a special one-day
cruise to selected Greek islands, an archaeological tour of Athens and a oneday visit to Delphi. Details of the social program are available
at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/SOC-COM.htm.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the abstract
submission
form
available
at http://www.atiner.gr/2016/FORMCOM.doc by the 14 March 2016 to: Dr. Panagiotis Petratos, Vice-President of
Information Communications Technology, ATINER & Fellow, Institution
of Engineering and Technology & Associate Professor, Department of
Computer Information Systems, California State University, Stanislaus.
Abstracts should include the following: Title of Paper, Full Name (s),
Affiliation, Current Position, an email address, and at least 3 keywords that
best describe the subject of your submission. Decisions are reached within 4
weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a panel
(session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be included in the
conference proceedings or books, contribute to the editing of a book, or any
other contribution, please send an email to Dr. Gregory T. Papanikos,
President, ATINER & Honorary Professor, University of Stirling, UK
(gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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2nd Annual International Conference on Foresight
20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece
Call for Papers and Participation

The Athens Institute for Education and Research (ATINER) organizes
its 2nd Annual International Conference on Foresight in Athens,
Greece, on 20-23 June 2016.
The aim of the conference is to bring together scholars, researchers and
students from all areas of Futures Studies and other related disciplines.
The Conference will include topics such as:








Culture, Civilization and Humanity, Transhumanity
Science – Technology and Economy
Science – Technology and Society
Economics and Politics
Economic, Social and Environmental Sustainability
Political Economy, Policy, Economy and Society (Individual and
Common, Globalization and Regionalism, Autonomy and Interdependence)
Foresight Methodology, Tools and Techniques

Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited
number of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of
social events will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with
dinner, a special one-day cruise to selected Greek islands, an
archaeological tour of Athens and a one-day visit to Delphi. Details of
the social program are available here.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Please submit a 300-word abstract, by e-mail to: atiner@atiner.gr, using
the abstract submission form by 22 February 2016 to Dr. Gregory T.
Papanikos, President, ATINER. Abstracts should include the
following: Title of Paper, Full Name (s), Affiliation, Current Position, an
e-mail address and at least 3 keywords that best describe the subject of
your submission. Decisions are reached within 4 weeks. If your
submission is accepted, you will receive information on registration
deadlines and paper submission requirements.
Should you wish to participate in the Conference without presenting a
paper, for example, to chair of a session, to evaluate papers which are to
be included in the conference proceedings or books, to contribute to the
editing of a book, or any other contribution, please send an e-mail to
Dr. Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor,
University of Stirling, UK (gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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Annual International Conference on Engineering Education & Teaching,
6-9 June 2016, Athens, Greece
Call for Papers and Participation

The Engineering & Architecture Research Division of the Athens
Institute for Education and Research (ATINER) organizes its Annual
International Conference on Engineering Education & Teaching, 6-9
June 2016, Athens, Greece.
The aim of the conference is to bring together academics and
researchers of all areas of Engineering Education, Teaching and
Learning and other related areas. You may participate as panel
organizer, presenter of one paper, chair a session or observer.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited
number of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of
special events will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with
dinner, a special one-day cruise to selected Greek islands, an
archaeological tour of Athens and a one-day visit to Delphi. Details of
the social program are available here.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form by the 8 February 2016 to: Dr. Nicholas
N. Patricios, Director, Engineering & Architecture Research Division,
ATINER, and Professor & Dean Emeritus, School of Architecture,
University of Miami, USA. Abstracts should include the following:
Title of Paper, Full Name (s), Affiliation, Current Position, an email
address, and at least 3 keywords that best describe the subject of your
submission. Decisions are reached within 4 weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a
panel (session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be
included in the conference proceedings or books, contribute to the
editing of a book, or any other contribution, please send an email to Dr.
Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor,
University of Stirling, UK (gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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3rd Annual International Conference on Engineering
20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece
Call for Papers and Participation

The Engineering and Architecture Research Division of the Athens
Institute for Education and Research (ATINER) organizes its 3rd Annual
International Conference on Engineering which will be held in
Athens, Greece on 20-23 June 2016.
The aim of the conference is to bring together academics and
researchers from all areas of engineering, including chemical and
biomolecular engineering, civil engineering, computer engineering,
electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, mining and
metallurgical engineering, rural and surveying engineering, and
interdisciplinary areas such as aerospace engineering, agricultural
engineering, applied engineering, biological engineering, biomedical
engineering, building engineering, geotechnical engineering, energy
(petroleum) engineering, hydraulic and maritime engineering,
manufacturing
engineering,
industrial
engineering,
nuclear
engineering, and railway engineering. You may participate as panel
organizer, presenter of one paper, chair of a session or observer.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited
number of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of
special events will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with
dinner, a special one-day cruise to selected Greek islands, an
archaeological tour of Athens and a one-day visit to Delphi. Details of
the social program are available here.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form by the 22 February 2016 to: Dr.
Panagiotis Petratos, Vice-President of Information Communications
Technology, ATINER, Fellow, Institution of Engineering and
Technology & Professor, Department of Computer Information
Systems, California State University, Stanislaus, USA or Dr. Nicholas
N. Patricios, Director, Engineering & Architecture Research Division,
ATINER, Professor & Dean Emeritus, School of Architecture,
University of Miami, USA. Please include: Title of Paper, Full Name
(s), Current Position, Institutional Affiliation, an email address and at
least 3 keywords that best describe the subject of your submission.
Decisions are reached within 4 weeks.
If your submission is accepted, you will receive information on
registration deadlines and paper submission requirements. Should you
wish to participate in the Conference without presenting a paper, for
example, to chair a session, to evaluate papers which are to be included
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in the conference proceedings or books, to contribute to the editing of a
book, or any other contribution, please send an email to Dr. Gregory T.
Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor, University of
Stirling, UK (gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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Annual International Conference on Applied Engineering and Applied Science,
20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece

The Engineering & Architecture Research Division and Natural &
Formal Sciences Research Division of the Athens Institute for Education
and Research (ATINER) organize an Annual International Conference
on Applied Engineering and Applied Science, 20-23 June 2016,
Athens, Greece.
The aim of the conference is to bring together academics and
researchers of all areas of applied engineering, applied science and
other related disciplines. You may participate as panel organizer,
presenter of one paper, chair a session or observer.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited
number of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of
special events will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with
dinner, a special one-day cruise to selected Greek islands, an
archaeological tour of Athens and a one-day visit to Delphi. Details of
the social program are available at here.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form aby the 22 February 2016 to: Dr. Nicholas
N. Patricios, Director, Engineering & Architecture Research Division,
ATINER, and Professor & Dean Emeritus, School of Architecture,
University of Miami, USA. Abstracts should include the following:
Title of Paper, Full Name (s), Affiliation, Current Position, an email
address, and at least 3 keywords that best describe the subject of your
submission. Decisions are reached within 4 weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a
panel (session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be
included in the conference proceedings or books, contribute to the
editing of a book, or any other contribution, please send an email to Dr.
Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor,
University of Stirling, UK (gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).

1st Annual International Conference on Structural Engineering and Mechanics,
20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece
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The Civil Engineering Research Unit of the Athens Institute for
Education and Research (ATINER) organizes its 1st Annual
International Conference on Structural Engineering and Mechanics,
20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece.
The aim of the conference is to bring together academics and
researchers of all areas of structural engineering, mechanics and other
related areas. Areas of interest include (but are not confined to):














Earthquake engineering
Materials
Structural Optimization
Advanced numerical and analytical methods
Control engineering
StructureInteraction
SoilInteraction
Earthquake Masonry Structures
Blast Engineering
Seismic Analysis
Wind Engineering
Materials Processing
Sustainable Materials

Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited
number of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of
special events will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with
dinner, a special one-day cruise to selected Greek islands, an
archaeological tour of Athens and a one-day visit to Delphi. Details of
the social program are available here.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form by the 22 February 2016 to: Dr. Thomas
Attard, Head, Civil Engineering Research Unit, ATINER & Associate
Professor, The University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA. Abstracts
should include the following: Title of Paper, Full Name (s), Affiliation,
Current Position, an email address, and at least 3 keywords that best
describe the subject of your submission. Decisions are reached within 4
weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a
panel (session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be
included in the conference proceedings or books, contribute to the
editing of a book, or any other contribution, please send an email to Dr.
Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor,
University of Stirling, UK(gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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A Small Conference on the Internet of Things, Industrial Internet, Smart
Factories and Industry 4.0, 16-19 May 2016, Athens, Greece

The Computer Research Unit of the Athens Institute for Education and
Research (ATINER) organizes A Small Conference on the Internet of
Things, Industrial Internet, Smart Factories and Industry 4.0, 1619 May 2016, Athens, Greece as part of the 12th Annual International
Conference on Information Technology & Computer Science.
The aim of the conference is to bring together academics and
researchers of all areas of business models, IoT value chain, big data,
connected devices, technologies and trends, reference architectures,
platforms, robotics, security and privacy, processes and case studies
and other related disciplines. You may participate as panel organizer,
presenter of one paper, chair a session or observer.
Fee structure information is available on www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited
number of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of
special events will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with
dinner, a special one-day cruise to selected Greek islands, an
archaeological tour of Athens and a one-day visit to Delphi. Details of
the social program are available here.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form by the 14 March 2016 to: Mr. Till Hanisch,
Academic Member, ATINER & Professor, University of Cooperative
Education, Heidenheim, Germany. Abstracts should include the
following: Title of Paper, Full Name (s), Affiliation, Current Position, an
email address, and at least 3 keywords that best describe the subject of
your submission. Decisions are reached within 4 weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a
panel (session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be
included in the conference proceedings or books, contribute to the
editing of a book, or any other contribution, please send an email to Dr.
Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor,
University of Stirling, UK(gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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A Panel on Sustainable Civil Engineering Materials
20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece

The Engineering & Architecture Research Division and Natural &
Formal Sciences Research Division of the Athens Institute for Education
and Research (ATINER) organize A Panel on Sustainable Civil
Engineering Materials, 20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece as part of the
Annual International Conference on Applied Engineering and
Applied Science.
The aim of the panel is to bring together academics and researchers of
all areas of Sustainable Civil Engineering Materials. Areas of interest
include (but are not confined to):










Use of recycled and demolished materials in construction: Recycled
concrete, recycled brick, recycle rubble
Use of industrial by-products
Desulphurised waste residues in construction
Use of local materials
Rammed earth and similar products
Using novel materials as cement replacement: Calcined clay,
metakaolin
Cementless concrete materials: Chemical activations, physical activation
Production of chemical admixtures derived from agriculture waste
for concrete and other applications
Use of waste food to produce materials for construction materials

Fee structure information is available on http://www.atiner.gr/
2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited
number of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of
special events will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with
dinner, a special one-day cruise to selected Greek islands, an
archaeological tour of Athens and a one-day visit to Delphi. Details of
the social program are available here.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form by the 22 February 2016 to: Dr. Jamal
Khatib, Professor, Faculty of Science and Engineering, University of
Wolverhampton, U.K. Abstracts should include the following: Title of
Paper, Full Name (s), Affiliation, Current Position, an email address,
and at least 3 keywords that best describe the subject of your
submission. Decisions are reached within 4 weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a
panel (session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be
included in the conference proceedings or books, contribute to the
editing of a book, or any other contribution, please send an email to Dr.
Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor,
University of Stirling, UK(gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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A Panel on Optimization and Advanced FEA/Structural Analysis Methods, 20-23
June 2016, Athens, Greece

The Civil Engineering Research Unit of the Athens Institute for
Education and Research (ATINER) organizes A Panel on Optimization
and Advanced FEA/Structural Analysis Methods, 20-23 June 2016,
Athens, Greece as part of the 1st Annual International Conference on
Structural Engineering and Mechanics.
The aim of the panel is to bring together academics and researchers of
all areas of structural engineering, structural optimization, structural
analytical methods and other related areas.
The authors of the best papers, as determined by the scientific
committee of panel organizers, will be asked to submit journal
manuscripts for possible publication in Athens Journal of Technology &
Engineering.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited
number of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of
special events will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with
dinner, a special one-day cruise to selected Greek islands, an
archaeological tour of Athens and a one-day visit to Delphi. Details of
the social program are available here.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form by the 22 February 2016 to: Dr.
Fouad Mohammad, Academic Member, ATINER & Senior Lecturer,
Nottingham Trent University, U.K. Abstracts should include the
following: Title of Paper, Full Name (s), Affiliation, Current Position, an
email address, and at least 3 keywords that best describe the subject of
your submission. Decisions are reached within 4 weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a
panel (session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be
included in the conference proceedings or books, contribute to the
editing of a book, or any other contribution, please send an email to Dr.
Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor,
University of Stirling, UK (gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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A Panel on Advanced Structural Materials
20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece

The Civil Engineering Research Unit of the Athens Institute for
Education and Research (ATINER) organizes A Panel on Advanced
Structural Materials, 20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece as part of the
1stAnnual International Conference on Structural Engineering and
Mechanics.
The aim of the panel is to bring together academics and researchers of
all areas of structural engineering, advanced structural materials and
other related areas.
The authors of the best papers, as determined by the scientific
committee of panel organizers, will be asked to submit journal
manuscripts for possible publication in Athens Journal of Technology &
Engineering.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited
number of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of
special events will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with
dinner, a special one-day cruise to selected Greek islands, an
archaeological tour of Athens and a one-day visit to Delphi. Details of
the social program are available here.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form by the 22 February 2016 to: Dr. Thomas
Attard, Head, Civil Engineering Research Unit, ATINER & Associate
Professor, The University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA. Abstracts
should include the following: Title of Paper, Full Name (s), Affiliation,
Current Position, an email address, and at least 3 keywords that best
describe the subject of your submission. Decisions are reached within 4
weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a
panel (session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be
included in the conference proceedings or books, contribute to the
editing of a book, or any other contribution, please send an email to Dr.
Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor,
University of Stirling, UK (gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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A Panel on Materials Processing
20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece

The Civil Engineering Research Unit of the Athens Institute for
Education and Research (ATINER) organizes A Panel on Materials
Processing, 20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece as part of the 1st Annual
International Conference on Structural Engineering and Mechanics.
The aim of the panel is to bring together academics and researchers of
all areas of structural engineering, materials processing and other
related areas.
The authors of the best papers, as determined by the scientific
committee of panel organizers, will be asked to submit journal
manuscripts for possible publication in Athens Journal of Technology &
Engineering.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited
number of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of
special events will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with
dinner, a special one-day cruise to selected Greek islands, an
archaeological tour of Athens and a one-day visit to Delphi. Details of
the social program are available here.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form by the 22 February 2016 to: Dr.
Kyriaki Kalaitzidou, Associate Professor, Georgia Tech, USA.
Abstracts should include the following: Title of Paper, Full Name (s),
Affiliation, Current Position, an email address, and at least 3 keywords
that best describe the subject of your submission. Decisions are reached
within 4 weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a
panel (session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be
included in the conference proceedings or books, contribute to the
editing of a book, or any other contribution, please send an email to Dr.
Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor,
University of Stirling, UK (gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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A Panel on Advanced Composites, Sustainable Materials in Civil Infrastructures,
20-23 June 2016, Athens, Greece

The Civil Engineering Research Unit of the Athens Institute for
Education and Research (ATINER) organizes A Panel on Advanced
Composites, Sustainable Materials in Civil Infrastructures, 20-23 June
2016, Athens, Greece as part of the 1st Annual International
Conference on Structural Engineering and Mechanics.
The aim of the panel is to bring together academics and researchers of
all areas of structural engineering, sustainability, infrastructural
materials, advanced composites and other related areas. Areas of
interest include (but are not limited to):
















Sustainable infrastructural materials and life-cycle assessment
Synthetic, bio-based, and hybrid composites
Material testing methods including high-rate loading, hightemperature and cryogenic exposure, digital image correlation (DIC)
etc.
Recycled materials and by-products
Thermally active materials including PMC etc.
Structural retrofitting and repairing
Cementitious materials and composites
Geopolymers and alkali-activated materials
Non-destructive evaluation and testing (NDE/NDT)
Inorganic and fire resistant coatings
Materials for space habitat
Life-cycle performance and material durability
Holistic material-structural-environmental design approach
Codes and standards.

The authors of the best papers, as determined by the scientific
committee of panel organizers, will be asked to submit journal
manuscripts for possible publication in Athens Journal of Technology &
Engineering.
Fee
structure
information
is
available
on http://www.atiner.gr/2016/fees.htm.
Special arrangements will be made with a local hotel for a limited
number of rooms at a special conference rate. In addition, a number of
special events will be organized: A Greek night of entertainment with
dinner, a special one-day cruise to selected Greek islands, an
archaeological tour of Athens and a one-day visit to Delphi. Details of
the social program are available here.
Please submit an abstract (email only) to: atiner@atiner.gr, using the
abstract submission form by the 22 February 2016 to: Dr.
Hongyu Zhou, Assistant Professor, The University of Alabama in
Huntsville, USA. Abstracts should include the following: Title of
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Paper, Full Name (s), Affiliation, Current Position, an email address,
and at least 3 keywords that best describe the subject of your
submission. Decisions are reached within 4 weeks.
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. organize a
panel (session, mini conference), chair a session, review papers to be
included in the conference proceedings or books, contribute to the
editing of a book, or any other contribution, please send an email to Dr.
Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor,
University of Stirling, UK (gregory.papanikos@stir.ac.uk).
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The Academic Committee consists of (a) the Executive Committee Members (b) the Heads
and Deputy Heads of the Institute's Research Units (c) Academics Responsible for a
Conference and (d) Distinguished Professors.
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7.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

19.

20.

Dr. Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER, Greece.
Dr. Nicholas Pappas, Vice-President of Academics,
ATINER, Greece & Professor, Sam Houston University,
USA.
Dr. Panagiotis Petratos, Vice President of ICT, ATINER
& Associate Professor of Computer Information Systems,
California State University, Stanislaus, USA.
Dr. George Poulos, Vice President of Research, ATINER
& Emeritus Professor, University of South Africa, South
Africa.
Dr. Chris Sakellariou, Vice President of Financial Affairs,
ATINER, Greece & Associate Professor, Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore.
Dr. Zoe Boutsioli, Secretary General, ATINER &
Instructor, Open University of Greece.
Dr. Nicolas Papadopoulos, Distinguished Academic
Member, ATINER & Chancellor's Professor & Professor
of Marketing and International Business, Director,
International Business Study Group, Eric Sprott School
of Business, Carleton University, Canada.
Dr. Michael P. Malloy, Director, Business and Law
Research Division, ATINER & Distinguished Professor,
McGeorge School of Law, University of the Pacific,
USA.
Dr. Nicholas N. Patricios, Director, Engineering &
Architecture Research Division, ATINER & Professor &
Dean Emeritus, School of Architecture, University of
Miami, USA.
Dr. Ioannis Stivachtis, Director, Social Sciences Research
Division, ATINER & Director, Int'l Studies Program
Virginia Tech-Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State
University, USA.
Dr. Mert Uydaci, Director, Human Development
Research Division, ATINER & Professor, Marmara
University, Turkey.
Dr. David Philip Wick, Director, Arts and Humanities
Research Division, ATINER & Professor of History,
Gordon College, USA.
Dr. Nicolas Abatzoglou, Head, Environment Research
Unit, ATINER & Professor, Department of Chemical &
Biotechnological Engineering, University of Sherbrook,
Canada, Chair Pfizer, PAT in Pharmaceutical
Engineering, Director GREEN-TPV and GRTP-C
& Pwelcomes.
Dr. Vladimir Akis, Head, Mathematics & Statistics
Research Unit, ATINER & Professor of Mathematics and
Computer Science, California State University, Los
Angeles, USA.
Mr. Christos Anagnostopoulos, Head, Sports Research
Unit, ATINER & Lecturer, Coventry University, U.K.
Dr. Stephen Andrew Arbury, Head, Visual and
Performing Arts Research Unit, ATINER & Professor of
Art History, Radford University, USA.
Dr. Tala Awada, Head, Agriculture Research Unit,
ATINER & Professor, University of Nebraska, USA.
Dr. Sharon Bolton, Head, Management Research Unit,
ATINER & Professor of Organizational Analysis Director of Research, The Management School,
University of Stirling, UK.
Dr. Jayoung Che, Head, History Research Unit, ATINER
& Research Professor, Institute for the Mediterranean
Studies, Pusan University of Foreign Studies, Republic of
Korea.
Dr. Paul Contoyannis, Head, Health Research Unit,
ATINER & Associate Professor, McMaster University,
Canada.
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21. Dr. David A. Frenkel, Head, Law Research Unit,
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31.
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36.
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38.

39.

40.

41.
42.

ATINER & Professor, Ben-Gurion University, BeerSheva, Israel.
Dr. Patricia Hanna, Head, Philosophy Research Unit,
ATINER & Professor, University of Utah, USA.
Dr. Valia Kasimati, Head, Tourism Research Unit,
ATINER.
Dr. Gregory A. Katsas, Head, Sociology Research
Unit, ATINER & Associate Professor, The American
College of Greece-Deree College, Greece.
Dr. Peter Koveos, Head, Accounting & Finance
Research Unit, ATINER & Professor of Finance,
Syracuse University, USA.
Dr. Alexander Makedon, Head, Education Research
Unit, ATINER & Professor of Philosophy of
Education, Arellano University in Manila, Philippines.
Dr. Yorgo Pasadeos, Head, Mass Media and
Communication Research Unit, ATINER & Professor
Emeritus, University of Alabama, USA.
Dr. Thanos Patelis, Head, Psychology Research Unit,
ATINER, Senior Associate, Center for Assessment,
USA & Research Scholar, Graduate School of
Education, Fordham University, USA.
Dr. John Roufagalas, Head, Economics Research Unit,
ATINER & Professor of Economics, Troy
University, USA.
Dr. Gilda Socarras, Head, Languages & Linguistics
Research Unit, ATINER & Assistant
Professor, Auburn University, USA.
Dr. Theodore Trafalis, Head, Industrial Engineering
Research Unit, ATINER & Professor of Industrial and
Systems Engineering, The University of Oklahoma,
USA.
Dr. Cleopatra Veloutsou, Head, Marketing Research
Unit, ATINER & Senior Lecturer in Marketing,
University of Glasgow, U.K.
Dr. Thomas Attard, Academic Member, ATINER &
Associate Research Professor, Arizona State
University, USA.
Dr. Vasileios Filios, Academic Member, ATINER &
Associate Professor, University of Ioannina, Greece.
Dr. Constantine Georgakis, Academic Member,
ATINER & Associate Professor, DePaul University,
USA.
Dr. Nota Klentrou, Academic Member, ATINER &
Professor, Department of Physical Education &
Kinesiology, Brock University, Canada.
Dr. Maria Konstantaki, Academic Member, ATINER
& Lecturer, Buckinghamshire New University, UK.
Dr. Ethel Petrou, Academic Member, ATINER &
Professor and Chair, Department of Physics, Erie
Community College-South, State University of New
York, USA.
Dr. Andreas Toupadakis, Academic Member,
ATINER & Lecturer, University of California, Davis,
USA.
Dr. David M. Wood, Academic Member, Health
Research Unit and Chemistry Research Unit,
ATINER & Research Fellow, Institute of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, King’s College London,
U.K.
Dr. Peter Yannopoulos, Academic Member, ATINER
& Professor, Brock University, Canada.
Dr. Barbara Zagaglia, Academic Member, ATINER &
Assistant Professor, Polytechnic University of Marche,
Italy.
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